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28th November 2022



At the begining of 
our trip

While on the trip to Turkey I 
wanted to take a picture of the 
airport in Istambul because it
looked very pretty.



After landing in Ankara, 
we decided to take a 
memorable photo before
going on a very long road
trip.



This was the plane that took us to our destination.



I really enjoyed this day's 
trip and I think everybody else 
enjoyed it too.



29th November 2022



Our first meeting

At the beginning of the day we 
went to the Turkish school. There 
we made our first contact with the 
other participants of the project. 
After a while, a lady came to us 
and invited us to the computer 
room. There we sat down at the 
computer as a team and learned 
the basic functions of the 
PhotoShop graphics program. 



After the workshop at the computer lab, we went to the school canteen
where we were welcome to help ourselves with a sweet snack. Then we 
went to the science center where we could familiarize ourselves with the 
latest technology, illusions, and laws of physics.



Then we went for lunch, and after that to the 
hotel. There we talked and played different 
games together. Later we went for dinner 
and went to bed. It was a very interesting 
day.



30th November 2022



On the third day we went on a trip
to a wax figures museum and saw
many famous people’s statues like
Marilyn Monroe, Einstein, world
leaders etc.



After that we walked around a 
small town.

At about 3 pm we arrived at the
museum of Turkish rulers.



From about 4 pm till 4:40 pm we 
were in a planetarium.

Then we walked around a nearby
park and went back to the hotel.



1st December 2022



A new adventure

After waking up, we quickly ate
breakfast and hopped on the bus, 
we began a very long and tiring
journey. Seriously, we felt like it
lasted 5 hours. We talked for a long
time, so we were running out of 
things to talk about. But after a 
cruel time we knew we had arrived
after we saw the beautiful
mountains.



Afyonkarahisar 
Grand Mosque

• After a long journey, we arrived 
at the Afyonkarahisar Grand 
Mosque, where we explored the 
place Muslims pray and we had to 
strictly follow the rules, such as 
taking off our shoes and walking 
on the floor in socks, otherwise we 
could have been kicked out. The 
beauty of this place really blew our 
minds. The pillars, the designs, 
they were perfect. 



The Market called „Arasta” 
The whole area was so beautiful that we explored the town and saw a market with clothes and 
cloths. We even bought some souvenirs to bring back to Poland. And then we drove back to the 
hotel



The last party

We returned to the hotel and had a bit 
of a rest. Later, we watched two World 
Cup games, Canada versus Marocco
and Croatia versus Belgium. After that
we went to the main restaurant where
we ate and then the party began. 
Everyone started dancing, eating and 
all around having a great time. 
Unfortunately, we had to leave and 
pack our suitcases to get ready for the 
flight.



The end of it all
We got back to the hotel, being sad and slept 
good to get up early for the flight. And that’s 
the end of our beautiful journey to Turkey



2nd December 2022



We spent the last day travelling 
back home. After waking up
around 7 am we took a bus to 
the airport in Ankara. The trip
took around 3 hours. 
Suprisingly, there were a lot of 
pigeons at the airport. We took
off from Ankara and arrived at
Istanbul airport. The flight from 
Istambul to Poland took 2.5 
hours and we landed around
6pm. Our adventure was over!
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